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Abstract: 

The prospect of introducing tuneable electric conductivity in metal-organic coordination polymers is 

of high interest for nanoelectronic applications. As the electronic properties of these materials are 

strongly dependent on their microstructure, the assembly of coordination polymers into thin films with 

well-controlled growth direction and thickness is crucial for practical devices. Here, we report the 

deposition of 1D coordination polymer thin films of N,N’-dimethyl dithiooxamidato-copper by 

atomic/molecular layer deposition. High out-of-plane ordering is observed in the resultant thin films 

suggesting the formation of a well-ordered secondary structure by the parallel alignment of the 1D 

polymer chains. We show that the electrical conductivity of the thin films is highly dependent on their 

oxidation state. The as-deposited films are nearly insulating with electrical conductivity below 10-10 

S/cm with semiconductor-like temperature dependency. Partial reduction with H2 at elevated 

temperature leads to an increase in the electrical conductivity by 8 orders of magnitude. In the high-

conductance state, metallic behaviour is observed over the temperature range of 2 – 300 K. Density 

functional theory calculations indicate that the metallic behaviour originates from the formation of a 

half-filled energy band intersecting the Fermi level with the conduction pathway formed by Cu-S-Cu 

interaction between neighbouring polymer chains. 

Introduction: 

Coordination polymers are a class of hybrid materials in which coordination compounds of a metal 

centre and interlinking ligands form extended repeating structures. Their attractiveness arises from the 

synthetic tuneability of their physical and chemical properties with almost limitless selection of the 
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metal and ligand combinations. For instance, electrical conductivity in coordination polymers can be 

achieved from suitable overlap of frontier orbitals of the constituent metal centre and the organic 

ligands.1 New two-dimensional materials akin to graphene could be obtained from synthesising sheet-

like d-π conjugated coordination polymers, whereas conductive 1D-polymers can take the role of 

molecular wires.2 In this way, electrically conductive materials with tuneable properties would help 

pushing the down-sizing limit of nanoelectronic devices into the molecular dimensions.3 

However, the prime limiting factor in utilizing coordination polymers for devices is their poor 

processability. Typical precipitation-based synthesis routes yield nano/micron sized crystallites that 

are very difficult to further process into high-quality thin films required for applications.4 Furthermore, 

also the electronic properties are crucially dependent on the quality of the synthesis product. In recent 

years highly conductive 2D layered coordination polymers have been reported.5–9 Computational 

studies predict metallic conductivity for several of these materials, but the experimental results almost 

invariably show a thermally activated conduction mode indicative of the presence of a band gap.10–13 

So far, only in few cases, clear metallic behaviour has been observed in conductance 

measurements.8,14,15 In 1D linear-backbone polymers, metallic conductivity has been observed for 

instance in halogen-bridged MMX chains where the metallic behaviour stems from hybridization of 

the metal and halogen orbitals leading to formation of a half-filled band at the Fermi-level.16–19 Also, 

a suitable metal-metal interaction can promote metallic conduction.20 However, delocalization over 

the organic ligand has only been theoretically predicted with indirect experimental evidence of 

metallic behaviour.21,22 It is apparent that the discrepancy for both 1D and 2D materials arises from 

defects and grain boundaries that dominate the conductance.5,23–25 

Therefore, robust synthetic routes for thin films with high degree of ordering and well-controlled 

thickness are needed not only for practical applications but also for fundamental understanding of 

transport phenomena of conductive coordination polymers. Here, we demonstrate that the emerging 

atomic/molecular layer deposition (ALD/MLD) technique is well-suited for this task. MLD is a vapour 

phase deposition technique closely related to the better-known Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD). Both 

techniques are defined by the sequential, self-saturating exposure of vapour-phase precursors onto 

surfaces. This monolayer accuracy in process control leads to sub-nanometre level precision in layer 

thickness control and excellent uniformity over large area substrates, as well as over high-aspect ratio 

structures. While ALD involves inorganic compounds only, MLD expands the same self-limiting gas-

surface reaction approach to the polymeric materials with the implementation of volatile organic 

molecules as precursors.26 By alternating the metal and organic reactants, this gas-phase layer-by-layer 

approach leads to the controlled synthesis of ultra-high-quality coordination polymer thin films. An 

added benefit is that the often-unwanted inclusion of solvent molecules in the product is naturally 
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avoided.27–29 Recent advances in the ALD/MLD approach have enabled the fabrication of several new 

crystalline coordination network thin films.30–33 

Here we target the deposition of 1D dimethyl dithiooxamidato-copper (hereafter Cu-DMD, see also 

Figure 1a) thin films. These films display long-range ordering with high out-of-plane orientation as 

determined by grazing-incidence wide angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS). In the as deposited 

(oxidized) state the films show very low conductance of < 10-10 S cm-1. However, upon reduction 

induced by annealing in hydrogen containing atmosphere, the conductance can be continuously 

increased over 8 orders of magnitude up to 10-2 S cm-1. In the high conductance state, the films display 

metallic behaviour in the temperature range of 2 – 300 K. Complementary density functional theory 

calculations predict that the metallic behaviour arises from the formation of a half-filled electron band 

intersecting the Fermi level upon reduction. 

Experimental section: 

The samples were deposited using a home-built pump-type high-vacuum ALD reactor with a base 

pressure of 10−5 mbar. The sample temperature during the deposition was 80 °C, whereas the reactor 

chamber walls were heated to 85 °C. Bis(dimethylamino-2-propoxy)copper(II) (Cu(dmap)2, >97 %, 

Strem Chemicals) and N,N’-dimethyldithiooxamide (DMD) were used as the precursors. The N,N’-

dimethyldithiooxamide was synthesized following previously a reported synthesis route.34 In short 5 

g of dithiooxamide (97 %, Sigma Aldrich) was mixed with 3 times molar excess of aqueous 

methylamine (40 % wt. in H2O, Sigma Aldrich) under constant stirring. When heated to 40 °C, a bright 

yellow precipitate was observed to form within 30 minutes. The precipitate was filtered and washed 

several times with H2O. 1H NMR (CDCl3; 300 MHz): 10.29 (2H, b, NH), 3.23 (6H, d, J = 3, CH3) 

For the sample deposition, Cu(dmap)2 and DMD were delivered from bubblers heated to 70 °C and 

60 °C, respectively, with argon as a carrier gas for delivery to the reactor chamber. For the precursor 

pulses, a stop-flow method was used, whereby the reactor chamber pressure was increased to ~1 mbar 

with the precursor/argon mixture and then left to react for the duration of the pulse. After each pulse, 

the chamber was pumped back to the base pressure before the introduction of the next precursor pulse. 

Unless otherwise mentioned, all samples were deposited on 3 cm x 3 cm Si(100) substrates with native 

oxide. 

The film growth was studied in-situ by spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE). The thickness was obtained 

by fitting the recorded data using a General Oscillator model in the CompleteEase software package. 

The ellipsometer used was a J.A. Woollam M-2000 with a wavelength range of 245 nm to 1500 nm. 

Additionally, X-ray reflectivity (XRR, Bruker D8 diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation) was used to 
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cross-check the obtained film thickness values. The surface morphology was characterized with a 

Bruker Dimension Edge atomic force microscopy (AFM) system operated in tapping mode.  

The chemical composition of the films was studied with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and 

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). XPS was performed on a Thermo Scientific Theta 

Probe tool with Al Kα radiation (15 kV, 70 W) on a 0.3 mm diameter spot focussed by a MXR1 

monochromator. No depth profiling was performed as the Ar+ sputtering can cause inadvertent 

reduction of the Cu(II) species35, as well as preferential removal of the elements. Instead, angle-

resolved XPS was utilized to obtain further information on the depth distribution of the elements. As 

carbon is the main constituent of the samples, the typical charge referencing to adventitious C 1s peak 

could not be performed. However, we note that in all measured samples, the position of the oxygen 

impurity was constant at 531.5 eV. Therefore, we expect the observed changes in the peak positions 

between the samples to reflect the changes in the chemical composition of the films, and are not due 

to surface charging effects. The FTIR measurements were performed with a Bruker Model VERTEX 

70V spectrometer with a DTGS detector. The measurements were performed in transmission mode on 

samples deposited on double-side polished Si(100) substrates. The spectrum of a blank Si wafer was 

used to subtract the background contribution of the substrate. The background was furthermore 

levelled to assist the comparison of the spectra. The UV-Vis-NIR spectra were collected with a Perkin 

Elmer Lambda 1050 UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer, using a spectralon-coated integrating sphere 

with PMT/InGaAs detectors to collect total transmission or reflection. For these measurements, Cu-

DMD films of 15 nm thickness were deposited on quartz substrates. In case of the transmission spectra, 

the background of blank quartz substrate was subtracted from the measurement data. The reflection 

spectra include the contribution from the substrate. 

For the electronic conductivity measurements the films were deposited on interdigitated electrode 

arrays (IDA)  (Au, 5 µm electrode width, 5 µm gap). The annealing experiments were carried out in a 

home-built heating chamber under flowing H2/He mixture (0.5 ml/min, 5% H2, supplied by Air 

Liquide), or under flowing O2 (0.5 ml/min, 99.999 %, Air Liquide). The sample conductance was 

monitored with an Autolab PGSTAT702 potentiostat at set time intervals by conducting a voltage 

sweep in range of -0.5 V – 0.5V starting from 0 V.  The temperature dependence of electrical resistance 

of the Cu-DMD thin films in high-conductance state was measured using a physical property 

measurement system (PPMS; Quantum Design), in a two-terminal current biased configuration. The 

excitation current was kept at 1µA. The conductance of the as-deposited samples was below the 

measurement limit of this setup. The conductivity (σ) of Cu-DMD was estimated from the measured 

conductance, G, values with σ = (Gd)/(hlf), where d is the distance between the interdigitated 

electrodes, h is the Cu-DMD layer thickness, f is the number of IDA fingers, and l is their length.36 
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Grazing Incidence Wide Angle X-ray Scattering (GIWAXS) experiments were performed at NCD-

SWEET beamline of the ALBA synchrotron light source (Spain). A X-ray beam of 12.4 keV (0.998 

Å) or 16 keV (0.775 Å) for the ex situ and in situ samples respectively was prepared by using a Si (1 

1 1) channel cut monochromator and further collimated with an array of Be lenses, obtaining a beam 

size at the sample position of 70  × 150 μm2 (V × H). The 2D scattering patterns were recorded using 

a Rayonix LX255-HS area detector, which consists of an array of 5760 × 2880 (V × H) pixels with a 

pixel size of 88.54 × 88.54 μm2 (V × H) for the employed binning of 2 × 2. An incident angle of 0.15° 

was employed. The scattering vector (q) was calibrated by using Cr2O3 as calibration standard.  

Ex situ samples were measured in air using a sample holder placed on the rotation point of the available 

Huber stages, which allow precise x-y-z and tilt movements. Similarly, in situ experiments were 

performed by placing the sample on a heating stage inside a dedicated stainless-steel chamber, which 

was equipped with entrance and exit Kapton windows, a pump and a Mass Flow Controller system for 

gas injection. Samples were annealed at 170 °C during 2 h under a continuous flow of H2 5% in He 

atmosphere (500 sccm, 1 bar). Data treatment (e.g. calibration, background subtraction, flat field and 

solid angle corrections) and reduction were done by combining PyFAI37 with in house developed 

Python routine.  

Computational details: 

We studied Cu-DMD with Density Functional Theory (DFT), using the PBE0 hybrid density 

functional method (DFT-PBE0).38,39 All-electron, Gaussian-type triple-ζ-valence + polarization 

(TZVP) basis sets derived from molecular Karlsruhe def2 basis sets were utilized.40-43 All quantum 

chemical calculations were carried out using the CRYSTAL17 program package.44 Spin polarization 

was taken into account in all calculations due to the open-shell nature of Cu(II) ions (magnetic 

configurations are given together with the coordinate listings in the Supporting Information ). We 

compared both antiferromagnetic (AFM) and ferromagnetic ordering for the magnetic Cu(II) centres 

in Cu-DMD. The antiferromagnetic configuration is energetically favored by about 60 kJ/mol per Cu 

atom. AFM configuration was used also for the magnetic Cu(II) centres in the partially reduced Cu-

DMD models (reduced Cu(I) centres are not magnetic). 

For the evaluation of the Coulomb and exchange integrals (TOLINTEG), tight tolerance factors of 8, 

8, 8, 8, and 16 were used. In geometry optimizations, both the atomic positions and lattice constants 

were fully optimized. All optimized structural models are given in CIF format in the Supporting 

Information. Default optimization convergence thresholds and DFT integration grids of CRYSTAL17 

were applied.  
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For three-dimensional Cu-DMD systems, the reciprocal space was sampled using a 4×2×1 Monkhorst-

Pack-type k-point mesh (c-axis was over 22 Å).45 Fermi smearing of 0.005 a.u. (1600 K) was applied 

in the case of Cu-DMD reduced with two H2 molecules per eight Cu-DMD units. The reciprocal space 

paths for the electronic band structures were obtained from the SeeK-path service.46-48 

Calculating the IR spectra for the 3D structural models of Cu-DMD was not computationally feasible 

and the spectra were simulated for a one-dimensional chain with four Cu-DMD units. Two k-points 

were used to sample the reciprocal space in this case. The harmonic vibrational frequencies and IR 

intensities were obtained by using the computational schemes implemented in CRYSTAL.49-51 The IR 

spectrum was obtained by using Lorenzian peak profile and FWHM of 8 cm−1. 

Result and discussion: 

The N,N’-dimethyl dithiooxamidato copper (Cu-DMD) thin films were deposited using 

bis(dimethylamino-2-propoxy)copper(II) (Cu(dmap)2) and N,N’-dimethyl-dithiooxamide as the 

precursors. Cu(dmap)2 has previously been demonstrated beneficial for low temperature ALD/MLD 

processes,52 whereas dithiooxamides are thus far unexplored.  

The deposition process was monitored in situ with spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) which shows well 

controlled, linear thickness increase with increasing number of deposition cycles after an initial regime 

of enhanced growth. (Figure 1b) The growth-per-cycle (GPC) shows saturative behaviour with 

precursor pulse lengths above 20 s for Cu(dmap)2 and 35 s for DMD (Figure S1 in the Supporting 

Information). X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) confirms the presence of C, S, N, and Cu in 

the as-deposited films with a nominal ratio of CuC4.1S2.3N1.8, in good agreement with the expected 

composition of CuC4S2N2 (Figure S2). Additionally, a small impurity (1.8 at-%) of oxygen is seen, 

that appears to be located mainly on the near surface region as determined by angle resolved XPS. 

Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) measurements shown in Figure S3 confirm the formation of the 

target coordination polymer, with good agreement to the previously reported IR spectrum of Cu-

DMD.53 The as-deposited films are extremely smooth (RMS roughness of 0.27 nm) and uniform when 

examined with AFM. (Figure S4 a, b) In comparison, the RMS roughness of the bare Si substrate is 

measured to be 0.1 nm. X-ray reflectivity (XRR) measurements further confirm the long-range 

uniformity of the thin films. An exemplary XRR fit is shown in Figure S5.  

Typically, dithiooxamide-based coordination polymers are amorphous or poorly crystalline.54 Here, 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements reveal the presence of a single prominent diffraction peak 

corresponding to d-spacing of 8.2 Å (Figure 1c). A detailed study on the films using grazing incidence 

wide angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) measurements reveal that the scattering intensity of the Bragg 

reflection is concentrated along the qz axis indicating strong out-of-plane orientation. (Figure 1d) No 
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peaks arising from potential impurity phases are detected. It is further revealed that the ordering and 

preferred orientation are dependent on the substrate. With a TiN coated Si-substrate, the scattering 

intensity becomes more spread out. On a Pt coated substrate, the ordering effect is significantly 

weaker. (Figure S6a, b) Correspondingly, AFM images of the Cu-DMD on Pt show a larger grain size 

with much increased surface roughness. (Figure S4, e, f)  

 

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the Cu-DMD polymer chain, (b) Evolution of the Cu-DMD layer thickness 

as function of the deposition cycles monitored with in situ ellipsometry (c) The experimental (red) and 

theoretical (black) X-ray diffraction patterns of Cu-DMD. The peak at 33° in the experimental data 

originates from the Si substrate. (d) The corresponding GIWAXS plot showing strong out-of-plane 

orientation of the Cu-DMD thin films on Si with native oxide, (e) Geometry-optimized structure of 

the Cu-DMD thin films along the (100) plane and (f) along the (010) plane. 
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To fully understand the ordering and the orientation of the thin films, we used density functional theory 

(DFT) calculations to predict the thin film structure (DFT-PBE0/TZVP level of theory, see 

Computational Details in Supporting information). While a definite crystal structure for Cu-DMD is 

lacking in literature, two different motifs have been put forward: one with 1D copper dithiooxamide 

chains running parallel to each other,54 and another with 2D planes with the copper sites assuming a 

paddlewheel configuration.55 Of these, the 1D structure is common among other metal-dithiolene 

systems,  and therefore considered the likely structure here. In our DFT-model, the polymeric chains 

are formed by sequential bridging of the metal centres with the DMD ligand in its trans-isomer (Figure 

1a). The magnetic ordering of the metal centres is antiferromagnetic (at 0 K). The parallel alignment 

of the 1D chains then further results in a sheet-like secondary structure with the methyl groups 

separating adjacent sheets. (Figure 1e, f) The coordination mode of the Cu centres deviates from the 

typical square planar geometry of metal-dithiolenes. Tetrahedral distortion is induced by the nitrogen 

substitution as was hypothesized by Abboudi et al.54 The distortion leads to 1D-chains with a helical 

shape (Figure 1e). The calculated diffraction pattern displays a prominent peak at d = 7.7 Å, arising 

from the stacking of the sheet-like secondary structure, in good agreement with the experimental 

pattern.(Figure 1b) Similar formation of a sheet-like secondary structure has been observed for 1D 

nickel-bis(dithiolene) coordination polymers.56 It is likely that the static nature of the theoretical model 

exaggerates the ordering within the stacked layers. Thereby the absence of the other diffraction peaks 

in the experimental data is not unexpected. Further confirmation for the 1D-chain model is obtained 

from the theoretical infrared spectrum of the structure that also matches the experimental data (Figure 

S3). 

Charge-carrier injection, or doping, via charge-transfer redox chemistry, or through electrochemical 

means is typically used to achieve high conductivity values in polymeric conductors.57 Similarly, it is 

expected that the oxidation state of the coordination polymer is a major element in determining its 

conductivity.12,58–61 Dithiooxamides belong to the group of redox-active dithiolene ligands, that are 

the backbone of many of the conducting coordination polymers. However, in comparison to other 

dithiolenes, the neutral dithiooxamide ligand is in the oxidized state and can undergo a two-electron 

reduction accompanied with protonation. The advantage of the present high-quality thin films is that 

they allow the in situ observation of conductance during the oxidation/reduction. For dithiooxamide-

based coordination polymers, it has previously been observed that oxidative doping of these materials 

with I2 or FeCl3 can result in the increase of conductivity up to 5 orders of magnitude.62,63 Also 

electrochemical reduction with concurrent proton incorporation has been used to tune the conductivity 

properties of various dithiooxamide based coordination polymers, although in these cases the changes 

in conductance have been ascribed to ionic conduction.64 In the present work, we take advantage of 
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the catalytic activity of the open Cu(II) nodes of the polymer chains. Such sites are known to catalyse 

the H-H bond cleavage of molecular hydrogen.65 In the case of the metal-organic framework 

Cu3(BTC)2, the hydrogen splitting leads to the protonation of the ligand, while the Cu node was 

reduced to metallic copper.66 Here we speculate that with the redox-active ligands, the liberated 

electrons can instead delocalize over the polymer chain promoting electrical conductivity. 

For the resistivity measurements, Cu-DMD films with thickness of 15 nm were deposited on 

interdigitated electrode arrays shown in Figure S7a. This approach limited us to 2-electrode 

measurements only, but was necessary given the low overall conductance of the samples. As 

deposited, the samples initially display a low conductivity of < 10-10 S/cm at room temperature, with 

linear dependence of log(σ) vs T-1/4, indicative of a variable-range hopping type conduction. (Figure 

S8 a,b). As shown in Figure 2a, when the samples were heated in 5% H2/He atmosphere at 170 °C, 

the conductivity increased significantly during the annealing process, ultimately stabilizing at around 

3x10-3 S cm-1. Linear I-V relationship was observed before and after the hydrogen treatment, indicative 

of ohmic behaviour. (Figure S7b). However, during the experiment at around the 40 min mark, the I-

V response momentarily deviated from purely ohmic as illustrated in Figure S7 c and d, resulting in 

the observed jump in Figure 2a. After the annealing, the high conducting state was retained upon 

cooling and interestingly, upon subsequent exposure to ambient air, the conductivity initially increases 

further up to 10-2 S/cm, yielding an overall increase of ca. 8 orders of magnitude. (Figure S9a) This 

could be related to partial reoxidation of the film upon air exposure and could hint of a conduction 

maximum at a distinct oxidation state. The observed conductivity value of the H2-treated CuDMD 

films was additionally verified using an alternative four-electrode geometry (Figure S10a). AC 

conductivity measurements indicate almost purely capacitive behaviour for the samples in the low-

conductivity state, whereas purely resistive behaviour is observed for the high-conductivity state. 

(Figures S10b and c, respectively) Long term storage in ambient air results in slow decay of the 

conductivity over several weeks. Heat treatment under flowing O2 at up to 130 °C decreased the 

conductivity to 10-9 S cm-1.(Figure S9b) 

The temperature dependency of electrical resistivity in the high-conductance state is shown in Figure 

2b. Remarkably, it shows metallic behaviour down to 2 K. Above 20 K and up to 300 K, the resistance 

increases linearly with increasing temperature, whereas below 20 K the slope flattens out and becomes 

independent of temperature. As with the in situ measurements, short term air exposure resulted in 

increase in the conductance, whereas storage in ambient conditions for 2 months decreases the 

electrical conductance about one order of magnitude. The metal-like temperature dependency of 

electrical resistivity was systematically observed at these stages of air exposure. (Figure S11) 
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We used various techniques to gain further insight into the H2-reduction induced conductance change. 

In situ GIWAXS measurements recorded during the annealing show that the primary diffraction peak 

of Cu-DMD gradually shifts to slightly lower d-value indicating a decrease in the lattice dimension. 

(Figure 2c) No significant change in the preferred orientation is seen. It is also apparent that no new 

crystalline phases are formed during the annealing. (Figure S12). 

 

Figure 2. (a) the evolution of the Cu-DMD conductance during the annealing in H2/He atmosphere at 

170 °C. (b) Temperature dependency of Cu-DMD resistance in the high-conducting state. (c) in situ 

GIWAXS data during the annealing process showing the shift of the diffraction peak towards lower 

d-value. 

 

The XPS spectra of Cu 2p, N 1s, S 2p, and C 1s core level peaks recorded at various stages of H2-

annealing are shown in Figures S13 – S16. In the Cu 2p spectra of the as deposited sample, alongside 

with the main Cu 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 lines, prominent satellite peaks are present at the high energy side of 

the main lines that are typical for Cu2+ compounds. It is also clear that the 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 peaks consist 

of two components (deconvolution of 2p3/2 shown in Fig. S13), with the second component on the low 

energy side corresponding to Cu1+. Based on the oxidation state of the Cu(dmap)2 precursor, only Cu2+ 

would be expected. The mixed-valence state may reflect the redistribution of the electron density 

arising from the mixing of the metal and ligand orbitals.67 With increasing annealing time in H2/He, it 

is apparent that the proportion of Cu1+ increases, indicating that reduction of the thin films is induced 

by the H2-treatment. Similar change in the Cu oxidation state was observed for bulk N,N’-bis-

(hydroxyethyl) substituted dithiooxamidato-copper complexes upon electrochemical reduction.68 The 

N 1s spectra (Figure S14) show an appearance of a second component as a shoulder on the high-energy 

side of the main line upon prolonged H2-treatment. This may reflect the conversion of the nitrogen 

bonding environment from imine-type nitrogen to amine-type due to protonation of the ligand.69 In 

the S 2p spectra (Figure S15), the main observation is the small shift towards higher energy as the 
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annealing time increases. All the spectra can be fitted with a single set of 2p3/2 - 2p1/2 doublet, although 

noteworthy is that the FWHM values increase from 1.05 eV of the as deposited spectrum to 1.25 eV 

for the sample annealed for 3 h. This might indicate the presence of a secondary sulphur environment 

overlapping the primary one. In the C 1s spectra (Figure S16), no major changes are apparent.  

In the FTIR spectra, a new absorption band emerges in the region typical for amine N-H stretching 

mode (Figure S17) after the H2-treatment. Otherwise, the FTIR spectrum remains relatively unchanged 

with only shifts in intensity, while peak positions remain constant. AFM measurements taken after 

annealing reveal that the surface remains smooth and uniform with a slight reduction in the surface 

roughness. (Figure S4 c,d) The film thickness remained constant for timescales considered in Fig. 2, 

but more prolonged annealing lead to decrease in thickness that might be related to partial 

decomposition of the films after certain degree of reduction. UV-Vis-NIR spectra taken in 

transmission mode for the as-deposited sample, and after annealing are shown in Figure S18a. The 

transmittance minimum for the as deposited film is located at 379 nm. In addition, a shoulder extending 

to 1000 nm is observed. Upon annealing in H2/He, these features are diminished, but there is decrease 

in the transmission from 1000 nm to 2500 nm. Reflectance measurements (Figure S18b) indicate that 

this feature can be fully ascribed to increased reflectance of the annealed film in this region. 

Therefore, it is evident that the increase in the conductance is intrinsic to the main Cu-DMD phase 

and not due to formation of a secondary conductive phase such as CuS or metallic copper. It appears 

that the Cu-DMD film is capable of catalysing the hydrogen molecule splitting, whereupon the Cu-

DMD film is partly reduced. Given the conjugated system, the additional electrons would result in 

increase of charge carrier density, whereas the protons are localized to the nitrogen atoms in the form 

of secondary amines. 

To further elucidate the effect of the H2 treatment on the Cu-DMD thin films, we used the previously 

constructed theoretical structural model to conduct first principles calculations on the effect of 

protonation on the electronic structure. In this model we assumed that the hydrogen molecules are 

adsorbed to the open Cu sites followed by homolytic cleavage of the H-H bond as illustrated in Figure 

S19. Here we studied models with 1 and 2 hydrogen molecules per 8 Cu sites to reflect the apparent 

degree of protonation of our samples as estimated from the amine-to-imine peak area ratio of the XPS 

N1s spectra. In accordance to the experimental findings, the lowest energy structure was found upon 

formation of amine groups on the adjacent ligands of the catalytic copper site. By observing the change 

of partial charge at the Cu nodes, we can deduce that the main Cu site is reduced from Cu2+ to Cu1+ . 

Delocalization over the ligand is also apparent with partial reduction of the adjacent Cu site. Electronic 

band structures for the pristine and reduced Cu-DMD are shown in Figures 3 a, b, and c. For the 

pristine material, a wide band gap of 3.2 eV is estimated with nearly flat energy bands that reflect the 
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molecular nature of the compound. As such, the electronic structure is consistent with the observed 

low conductance of the as deposited samples, as well as with the measured UV-Vis-NIR spectrum. 

Partial reduction with one hydrogen molecule (i.e. 2 protons, 2 electrons) added per 8 Cu sites, leads 

to the formation of a new in-gap dispersive band that intersects the Fermi level along the Γ–X direction. 

This corresponds to the a-axis of the unit cell, indicating interchain interaction between neighbouring 

chains within the 2D sheet-like secondary structure. With further reduction we can see a further 

appearance of in-gap bands with increased bandwidth. Alongside the changes in electronic structure, 

we can observe structural changes withing the 2D-secondary structure. (1) The aforementioned 

cleavage of Cu-N bonds to form secondary amines, and (2) the interchain Cu-S interactions become 

stronger as the amount of H atoms increases (Fig. S20). We should point out that the model considered 

here is quite idealistic with perfectly aligned polymer chains and reduction sites, whereas the real case 

is likely more random. For the reduced Cu-DMD the low bandwidths of the in-gap bands are consistent 

with the observed moderate conductance of 10-2 Scm-1. A higher conductance might be achievable by 

substituting the amine group with a thiol group. Indeed, in case of nickel-ethylenetetrathiol (Ni-ett), 

theoretical calculations predict the formation of a similar half-filled, metallic band upon oxidation, 

with a significantly higher bandwidth.70  

 

Figure 3. Calculated band structures and density-of-states plots of the Cu-DMD model at various 

degrees of reduction: (a) pristine, (b) 2H+/2e- per 8 Cu, and (c) 4H+/4e- per 8 Cu. The plots are shown 

for one spin channel (spin-up). In (b) and (c), the Fermi level is indicated with the red line. 

 

Conclusions: 

We have demonstrated the fabrication of high-quality 1D coordination polymer thin films of N,N-

dimethyldithiooxamidato copper by ALD/MLD. We find that the electrical conductivity of the films 

can be adjusted over 8 orders of magnitude from initial 10-10 S cm-1 up to 10-2 S cm-1 by reductive 

doping induced by mild thermal treatment in H2 containing atmosphere. Temperature dependent 
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electrical conductivity measurements reveal a semiconductor-to-metal transition upon the reductive 

doping. Metallic behaviour of electrical conductivity is observed in the temperature range of 2 – 300 

K. DFT calculations point to the formation of a half-filled conduction band that arises from the 

increased interchain interaction and the formation of extended (-Cu-S-)n conduction pathways. It 

seems that the good agreement between the theoretical and experimental findings arise from the high 

degree of orientation in the thin films. Therefore, the ALD/MLD approach could be a beneficial 

synthesis approach for other conductive coordination polymers such as the 2D-nanosheets. 

Furthermore, the influence of the redox state on the conductivity is clearly demonstrated and opens up 

the possibility for nanodevices with tuneable conductance. 
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